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                    Perhaps the most defining thing about 2020 has been the coronavirus
                        outbreak. The pandemic affected everything, from something as far-ranging as the global economy,
                        to the way we work and communicate as individuals.

                    However, not everything can be blamed on the pandemic. The global
                        economy and the financial markets were also impacted by the trade tensions between the US and
                        China and diplomatic tensions between the UK and Europe over Brexit. All these events wreaked
                        havoc on global stock markets and saw stock prices plummet. They also led to significant and
                        continuous changes in the demand for currencies. This is due to several factors, like reductions
                        in interest rates, governmental stimulus packages, restrictions on businesses, changing trade
                        balances and unemployment. Forex trading was also impacted by trading in other markets. For
                        instance, when the stocks of a country rally, it boosts the local currency. Similarly, if the
                        commodity market experiences a surge, commodity currencies like the Canadian dollar and the
                        Australian dollar tend to rise.
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                    The coronavirus outbreak began in the Chinese city of Wuhan in December
                        2019. What was initially thought to be a short-term problem quickly spiralled into a global
                        pandemic. It’s not surprising that that first currency to be impacted by covid-19 was the
                        Chinese yuan. Almost immediately, the Australian dollar also came under pressure, as China is
                        Australia biggest trading partner.

                    Soon the virus spread to Southeast Asia where currencies like South
                        Korea’s won (KRW), Malaysia’s ringgit (MYR) and Thailand’s Baht (THB) started to feel the
                        pressure. In February, covid-19 had started spreading to Spain, Germany, Italy, France, and the
                        UK. The euro and pound tumbled, but the impact was not limited to these currencies. With travel
                        restrictions, businesses being forced to close offices and factories, and supply chain
                        disruptions, investors started fearing for the global economy. Such sentiments led investors to
                        prefer safe-haven assets, like the Swiss franc, US dollar and Japanese yen, all of which gained
                        during the crisis in Europe.

                

            

            
                
                    In March, the virus outbreak was termed a pandemic. The next country to
                        be hit was the US. Infections began climbing by April and, by July, the US had become the
                        hotspot. Although the US dollar (USD) is considered as the “currency of last resort”, it
                        plummeted in the face of rising infections leading to record unemployment and economic
                        contraction. The NASDAQ plunged with record amounts being wiped off the market price as stock
                        traders on Wall Street ran for cover.

                    As the events unfolded, the global financial markets become increasingly
                        volatile. Investors and traders saw numerous attractive opportunities and trading volumes grew
                        significantly. This was especially so for the forex market. The reasons why the forex market
                        witnessed a spike in trader accounts and volumes are:

                    	
                            Stranded at home, people had more time to learn trading.
                            

                        
	
                            Threatened by declining business and fewer job
                                opportunities, people wanted to supplement their income with other sources.

                        
	
                            New traders tend to start their trading journey with the
                                forex market.
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                    Consider this as a beginner's guide to forex trading.

                    Most new traders begin their trading experience with the forex market. This is because
                        they find the currency market dynamics easier to understand. Moreover, forex is the world’s
                        largest and most liquid market. It recorded an average daily volume of $6.6 trillion in 2020.
                    

                    The forex market is also highly accessible. It is open 24/5 because it
                        covers four major market sessions based on timings - the Sydney session, the Tokyo session, the
                        London session, and the New York session. Being readily accessible, the currency market allows a
                        trader significant flexibility to determine when to trade and what strategy to follow. New
                        traders should be aware that deeper liquidity in a particular pair exists at the time when its
                        particular market is in sessions.

                

            

            
                
                    For instance, the best time to trade a currency pair involving the
                        Australian dollar (AUD) is during the Sydney session. Similarly, the British Pound (GBP) and US
                        Dollar have the highest levels of trade during their respective London and New York sessions.
                        This is even more important for those looking to conduct short term trading as doing so will
                        minimise trading costs. Holding positions for less than a day is a trading strategy commonly
                        referred to as swing trading.

                    The low commissions involved in trading forex is also an attractive
                        proposition for newcomers. Forex trading has lower costs and fees than other markets which makes
                        it a desirable option for day trading. In fact, certain brokers offer zero commission, which
                        means they don’t charge anything and make their money from the difference between the bid and
                        ask rate (known as the spread). 
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                    A major part of trading is deciding the prices at
                        which to open and close positions. This requires a trader to analyse the market and the various
                        factors impacting it. Novice traders often feel overwhelmed with the vast number of factors that
                        impact the forex market. Here is a simple way to understand the factors affecting your analysis.
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                    Broadly speaking, there are three types of market
                        analysis. This is not merely for forex trading, but for trading any financial instrument,
                        including stocks, indices, and commodities. The three types of market analysis are:

                    	
                            Fundamental Analysis – based on intrinsic market
                                values

                        
	
                            Technical Analysis – based on the past performance
                                of the price of a financial instrument

                        
	
                            Sentiment Analysis – overall mood and attitude of
                                traders in the market

                        


                    These are all ways to understand the
                        market dynamics, set up trading strategies and identify possible open and close positions. There
                        is no magic formula to determine which way the market will actually move with most day traders
                        employing simple methodology in their strategies.
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                    Fundamental analysis is based on factors that affect the economy. In
                        doing so, it takes into account current factors as well as predictions of future factors. They
                        include both economic and noneconomic factors:

                    
Economic Factors:

                        	
                            GDP

                        
	
                            Inflation rate

                        
	
                            Interest rate

                        
	
                            Balance of Trade

                        
	
                            Balance of Payments

                        
	
                            Government Debt

                        


                    Traders can stay in touch with the important economic
                        indicators by accessing a comprehensive economic calendar. 

                    The most important economic indicator for forex traders is the interest
                        rate. This is because a higher interest rate attracts more investors to the country, which
                        increases the demand for the local currency. This increases the value of the country’s currency.
                        On the other hand, if interest rates are too high, it leads to the problem of high inflation,
                        which discourages investors as the prices of raw materials are higher. Moreover, inflation
                        erodes the value of that country’s currency.

                

            

            
                
                    Another significant market moving economic indicator is the US NFP
                        (nonfarm payroll) report, which gives an overview of the employment market in the world’s
                        largest economy. Investors, traders, analysts, and fund managers look out for this report, which
                        is released on the first Friday of every month at 8:30am EST. A higher-than-expected payroll
                        figure indicates more job additions in the US. This suggests a healthier economy, as people have
                        more money to spend on goods and services, leading to economic growth. On the other hand, a
                        lower-than-expected payroll figure is detrimental for the American economy.

                    
Non-economic Factors:
                        

                        	
                            Political environment

                        
	
                            Natural disasters 

                        
	
                            Maturity of the domestic capital market

                        


                    Forex traders can remain abreast of important
                        non-economic events by staying in touch with the news. The most important factor among these is
                        the political landscape of a country. Any political unrest within a country or deterioration in
                        diplomatic relations with other countries discourages investors. This reduces demand for the
                        local currency, leading to a decline in the currency’s value over time.
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                    Technical analysis is based on the past price movements of a particular
                        financial instrument. The idea is that past trends influence future price movements.

                    Technical analysis is based on 3 important tenants:

                    
                        
                            1.

                            The market discounts everything: Traders and investors respond
                                to every event in the economy or socio-political environment. So, in time, all factors
                                that influence a financial instrument are reflected in its price. This includes
                                fundamental factors too.

                        
                        
                            2.

                            Trend is your friend: Prices of financial instruments move in
                                trends and have the tendency to remain within the trend. So, once a trend has been set,
                                the price of the security will move in the same direction as the trend.

                        
                        
                            3.

                            History repeats itself: Most price movements of securities will
                                form patterns and these patterns will be repeated. This is due to market psychology, as
                                traders and investors are likely to respond broadly in the same way to similar price
                                movements.

                        
                        
                    

                

            

            
                
                    Traders use technical charts, technical indicators and various
                        analytical tools to determine trends in price movement to make predictions. Using these charts,
                        traders are able to recognise repeated chart patterns, which are then used to predict the future
                        movement of the market.

                    These tools help a trader determine whether the price of
                        the financial instrument is likely to rise or fall in the future. Depending on this, traders can
                        determine whether they wish to buy or sell the financial instrument. 
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                        A chart is essentially a visual representation of the price movement
                            of a security over a defined period of time. In the chart, the vertical axis (y-axis)
                            represents the price of the financial instrument, while the horizontal axis (x-axis)
                            represents the timeframe. As you move from the left to right, the chart shows price
                            movements in the most recent period.

                        Before we delve into the types of
                            charts, it’s important to understand the four most important prices of a security during a
                            trading day. These are:

                        	
                                Opening price: Price of the security when the market
                                    opens for trading

                            
	
                                Closing price: Price of the financial instrument
                                    when the market ends the trading day

                            
	
                                High: The highest price achieved by the security
                                    during a trading day

                            
	
                                Low: The lowest price for the financial instrument
                                    during a trading day

                            


                        Some traders ignore the day’s high and low
                            price-points and focus only on the opening or closing price. This enables them to ignore
                            intraday price swings. Between the opening and closing price, traders often give more
                            importance to the latter.

                    

                    
                        Bar
                            Charts

                        A bar chart provides more comprehensive information than a line
                            chart, as it shows the opening and closing prices as well as the high and low of a
                            particular security during a trading day. This is a very quick visual representation of how
                            the security performed throughout a trading day and what the volatility level was.

                        
                            
                                [image: ]
                            
                        

                        The top and bottom of the vertical bar represent the
                            high and low price of the security, while a horizontal dash on the left side of the vertical
                            bar represents the opening price and one on the right illustrates the closing price. This is
                            why a bar chart is also known as the OHLC (open, high, low, close) chart. A bar chart
                            indicates the level of volatility of the security.

                    

                

            

            
                
                    The three main types of charts are:

                    
                        Line
                            Charts

                        A line chart is typically used to get a bird’s eye view of the
                            market or see the bigger picture of price movements. The line chart is formed by connecting
                            the financial instrument’s closing prices over a period of time.
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                            Candlestick Charts

                        This has made it to the list of the most used charts because it is a
                            very simple way to get all the important information of trading on a particular day and view
                            the price movements over time in an easy-to-read format.
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                    Candlestick charts are similar to bar (OHLC) charts but are able to
                        convey a lot more information in a very easy-to-read format. The horizontal lines indicate the
                        open and close of a trading day. These are connected by vertical lines to form a box, which is
                        known as the body of the candlestick. A vertical line is drawn above the box to represent the
                        trading day’s high and a vertical line below the box shows the low of the trading day. These
                        vertical lines above and below the box are known as wicks or shadows.
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                    The length of the vertical line above the candlestick is
                        known as the head and represents the difference between the highest price during the trading day
                        and either the open or close price, depending on which is higher. The length of the vertical
                        line below the candlestick, known as the tail, is the difference between the lowest price of the
                        trading day and either the open or close price, depending on which is lower. The length of the
                        main body of the candlestick is the difference between the open and close price.

                

            

            
                
                    The body of a candlestick chart can be coloured red or green (or hollow
                        and filled) to represent a decline or rally in prices. If the closing price of a security is
                        higher than the open, the body is coloured green (or left hollow), while if the close is lower
                        than the open, the body is closed red (or filled). Therefore, just by looking at the colours,
                        traders can easily know whether a security has been having mostly up days or down ones.

                    If the close price is higher than the open price, this is
                        referred to as a bullish candle, while if the close price is below the open price, it is called
                        a bearish candle.

                    Price charts and charting tools can be accessed within
                        most of the online trading platforms offered by forex brokers. Traders can change the settings
                        to view the price movement over a longer or shorter time frame in order to identify sell signals
                        and resistance levels. 
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                    Since there are so many factors impacting the market and given the
                        uncertainties surrounding every factor, it is impossible for traders and investors to accurately
                        respond to each. Moreover, it is natural for traders to feel apprehensive when there is high
                        volatility, or a series of unfavourable news. Similarly, traders feel more excited when there is
                        a rally, or the news is overly favourable for certain financial instruments.

                    Given these, the financial market is not driven by fundamentals alone.
                        There is another element at play, known as the market sentiment. This moves the market as much
                        as any economic indicator, event, or news. 

                    For instance, during the initial months of the covid-19 pandemic, the US
                        dollar appreciated versus its major rivals. This was despite the fact that the US economy was
                        threatened by skyrocketing daily infections and growing unemployment. The demand for the US
                        dollar was driven by market sentiment.
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                    On the one hand, tech stocks were rallying due to the growing dependence
                        of people on tech solutions amid the shelter-in-place orders and ecommerce growth. Two
                        individual stocks, both listed on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) that benefited were Shopify
                        and Fastly. They have emerged through the pandemic looking stronger than ever. It was an
                        unpredictable time for stock trading with fluctuations occurring across the board. This lifted
                        demand for the currency.

                    On the other hand, investors and traders gravitated towards safe-haven
                        options like the greenback due to concerns over the impact of the pandemic on the global
                        economy. Despite fundamentals being hit and, on a downtrend, the US currency remained elevated,
                        due to the overall mood of traders and investors. Similarly, there can be situations in which an
                        overall negative mood can cause the price of a financial instrument to tumble, even with the
                        fundamentals remaining the same or even improving. Negative sentiment will have more traders
                        committing to a down position.
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            The global financial
                market offers numerous trading opportunities. To take advantage of these, the most important step is to
                choose the right online broker.
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                        Regulation: You will be conducting
                            online trading activities through the broker. This underlines the importance of choosing a
                            regulated broker. There are
                            different regulatory agencies that protect the best interest of traders in different
                            countries. Some examples of such regulatory authorities are the ASIC (Australian Securities
                            and Investments Commission), the FCA (the UK’s Financial Conduct Authority) and the CySEC
                            (Cyprus Securities and Exchange Commission) which is often passported via the MiFID protocol
                            across all European countries. A broker regulated by a leading regulatory authority will
                            comply with the highest operating standards, including maintaining segregated accounts to
                            protect the clients’ funds.
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                        Financial instruments: Check out all
                            the securities that the broker offers. Some offer a wide range of financial instruments,
                            including more than 60 currency pairs, over 10,000 stocks, the most popular global indices (like US30, EURO50
                            and AUS200), commodities (like
                            oil, coffee and cocoa), metals (like
                            gold and silver) and cryptocurrencies (like Bitcoin, Ripple and Ethereum).
                            The product range of online Forex and CFD brokers continues to expand with many now offering
                            exchange-traded funds (ETFs). Having such an elaborate offering has increased the demand for
                            research and education.
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                        Support: Some brokers offer tools
                            like an economic calendar and forex calculator. They also provide live support so that
                            traders have assistance whenever they need it the most.
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                        Payment methods: Find out about the
                            deposit and withdrawals methods offered by the broker. To make it super convenient for
                            traders to deposit and withdraw funds, some offer several payment options, like credit and
                            debit cards, domestic and international bank wires, Skrill, PayPal, Neteller, and more.
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                            Cost of trading: Check the
                                broker’s site for details of commissions and spreads. They may vary depending on the
                                type of brokerage account that you have. Some brokers mention zero commission and then
                                make money with wide spreads. On the other hand, you can trade with brokers that offer
                                tight spreads, even as low as 0.0 pips. Consider contacting the broker to enquire about
                                other costs.
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                            Trading platform: MetaTrader 4 is by far
                                the most popular platform used by forex traders. MT4 offers a number of helpful
                                features, like easy-to-understand navigation, customisable interface, one-click trading
                                of different financial instruments, real-time price streaming even on the demo account,
                                secure trading with 128-bit encryption, Expert Advisors (EAs) for automated trading and
                                customisable alerts. The MT4 platform is compatible with iOS, Android, Windows, and Mac,
                                offering you the flexibility of trading at your convenience, even while you’re on the
                                go. Choose a broker that offers popular trading platforms.
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                            Research and education: A
                                beginner needs to spend time learning the dynamics of the market and various aspects of
                                trading. Some brokers understand this need and have invested in creating comprehensive
                                trading education resources for beginners. This online library of resources could
                                include ebooks, video
                                        tutorials, FAQs, glossary, newsletters, guides, and articles. 
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                            Trading accounts: Check out the
                                value trading
                                        accounts details of minimum opening balance, spread, instruments,
                                maximum leverage. minimum trade size, commission and more. Some traders also offer Islamic trading
                                        accounts.
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                    Trading is a vast domain, with many factors impacting the markets. It is
                        important to have a basic understanding of fundamental, technical and sentiment analysis. This
                        helps you make more informed decisions. It is equally important to select the right broker,
                        since this will determine how fast your orders are executed, how much support you will get while
                        trading and the quality of tools you will use for analysis and trading.

                

            

            
                
                    Before you begin trading on a live account, it’s a great idea to open a demo
                                account and practise trading in live market conditions with virtual money. This
                        will help you get comfortable with the trading platform and become familiar with the market
                        dynamics without risking your own funds. Demo accounts are also a great way to test trading
                        strategies. Once you have a better understanding of market analysis and trading in general, you
                        can open a live account and start trading for real.
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                고지 사항: 본 웹사이트에서 제공되는 정보는 일반적인 정보 제공만을 위한 것입니다. 이는 재정적 조언을 구성하지 않으며 고객의 개별 투자목적, 
                금융상황 또는 특정 수요 등을 고려한 것이 아닙니다. 커미션, 이자, 플랫폼 비용, 추가 증거금, 기타 수수료 및 비용 등은 당사가 제공하는 금융상품 및
                서비스에 적용됩니다. 금융 상품의 취득 또는 처분 여부에 대한 결정을 내리기 전 귀하의 목표, 재정 상황 및 수요를 고려하여 정보를 참고하세요.
                차액거래(CFD)는 파생 상품이며 위험할 수 있습니다. CFD거래를 할때 귀하는 CFD의 기초자산에 대한 어떠한 권리도 소유하거나 보유하지 않습니다.
                

                

                FP Markets는 파생 상품에 대한 투자 또는 처분을 결정하기 전에 적절한 자격을 갖춘 사람에게 독립적인 조언을 구할 것을 권장합니다. 각 금융 상품에 대한 상품 공시 명세서와 당사의 
                    TMD (Target Market Determination)는 FP Markets에서 입수할 수 있으며 이 웹사이트에서 또는 당사 사무실에서 
                    요청 시 입수할 수 있으며 거래를 시작하기 전에 고려되어야 합니다. 우리를. FP Markets는 호주 증권 투자 위원회(ASIC)의 승인 및 규제를 받는 회사인 First Prudential Markets Pty 
                    Ltd(ABN 16 112 600 281, AFS 라이선스 번호 286354)를 포함하는 회사 그룹입니다. 등록 주소: 레벨 5, 10 Bridge Street, Sydney, NSW, 2000, Australia and First Prudential Markets 
                    Ltd(등록 번호 HE 372179), 키프로스 증권 거래 위원회(CySEC License number 371/18, 등록 주소: Griva Digeni, 109)의 승인 및 규제를 받는 회사 , Aigeo Court, 2nd floor, 3101, Limassol, 
                    Cyprus. FP Markets는 미국, 일본 또는 뉴질랜드 거주자 또는 그러한 배포 또는 사용이 해당 지역 법률 또는 규정에 반하는 다른 국가 또는 관할권의 거주자의 신청서를 수락하지 않습니다.
                

                
                 * Global Forex Awards 2019 & 2020 에서 ‘Best Global Forex Value Broker’로 선정 

                 ** 당사 서버에 수집된 데이터에 따르면 2022-12-01부터 2022-12-31까지 기간 중 63.56%에서 EURUSD 스프레드가 0.0핍인 것으로 나타났습니다(RAW Spread 거래 계좌에서만 가능). 

                  ^ MT4/5만 해당. 약관 적용 

                 * 거래 접수, 처리, 확인에서 체결까지의 평균 주문 체결 시간은 0.029초입니다. 당사 브리지 제공업체가 2022-12-01 ~ 2022-12-31 사이에 측정한 수치 기준. FP Markets는 Investment Trends에 의해 Best for Quality of Trade Execution 2019으로 선정되었습니다  

                 ** 약관 적용. 
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                 FP Markets는 파생 상품에 대한 투자 또는 처분을 결정하기 전에 적절한 자격을 갖춘 사람에게 독립적인 조언을 구할 것을 권장합니다. 각 금융 상품에 대한 상품 공시 명세서와 당사의 
                    TMD (Target Market Determination)는 FP Markets에서 입수할 수 있으며 이 웹사이트에서 또는 당사 사무실에서 요청 시 입수할 수 있으며 
                    거래를 시작하기 전에 고려되어야 합니다. 우리를. FP Markets는 호주 증권 투자 위원회(ASIC)의 승인 및 규제를 받는 회사인 First Prudential Markets Pty Ltd(ABN 16 112 600 281, AFS 라이선스 번호 286354)를 포함하는
                    회사 그룹입니다. 등록 주소: 레벨 5, 10 Bridge Street, Sydney, NSW, 2000, Australia and First Prudential Markets Ltd(등록 번호 HE 372179), 키프로스 증권 거래 위원회(CySEC License number 371/18, 
                    등록 주소: Griva Digeni, 109)의 승인 및 규제를 받는 회사 , Aigeo Court, 2nd floor, 3101, Limassol, Cyprus. FP Markets는 미국, 일본 또는 뉴질랜드 거주자 또는 그러한 배포 또는 사용이 해당 지역 법률 또는 
                    규정에 반하는 다른 국가 또는 관할권의 거주자의 신청서를 수락하지 않습니다.
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                The website www.fpmarkets.com is operated by First Prudential Markets PTY Ltd an entity that is not established in the EU or regulated by an EU National Competent Authority. The entity falls outside the EU regulatory framework i.e. MiFID II and there is no provision for an Investor Compensation Scheme. Read T & Cs
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